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Jim Strayer is your local partner for providing literacy resources and strategies to 
your students, teachers, families, and community members. 

 
For more information, contact Jim at: 

OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Dr. Karen Mapp Workshop Series
Rooted in the research and best practices for family-school partnerships developed by 
the US Department of Education and authored by Dr. Karen Mapp, this series consists 
of three interactive full-day workshops where instructors and educators explore the 
links between family and community engagement and student achievement. 

Literacy Development Workshops
Ask us about how we build the capacity and expertise of teachers and leaders  
to support the academic and literacy goals of all students at their various levels  
of learning.

School Climate Workshop Series
Positive adult-student relationships have a powerful impact on learning. Our 
three-day workshop explores how educators can build positive relationships with 
all students and underscores the critical link between student engagement and 
achievement.

Family and Community Engagement
Our workshops foster effective family-school partnerships  
that inform, engage, and empower all families to take  
action to support student learning throughout the year.

  Consultative planning
  Assessment
  Instructional courses for teachers
  Leadership courses for administrators
  Coaching
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Built on Dr. Kay MacPhee’s 
research, Ooka Island develops 
students’ phonemic awareness 
and phonological skills to 
ensure that reading becomes as 
effortless as speaking.

Grades PreK–2

Craft classroom libraries from 
more than 2,400 e-books while 
supporting student progress 
with sophisticated instructional 
and assessment tools.

Grades PreK–6

Grades PreK–12

Build confidence, engagement, and literacy skills all summer 
long with LitCamp, My Books Summer, and the 7 Strengths 
Libraries. LitCamp redefines the whole notion of summer 
school with a fun and interactive framework, while My Books 
Summer offers high-interest take-home packs that keep 
children reading once the school year ends. The 7 Strengths 
Libraries foster social-emotional learning and independence 
through authentic titles carefully selected to engage students 
through the lens of the 7 Strengths. 

Grades K–5

Developed by Dr. Freddy Hiebert, W.O.R.D. 
supercharges vocabulary acquisition and deepens 
reading comprehension by helping students master 
the 2,500 morphological word families that make up 
90% of all texts.

S C H O L A S T I C

Grades K–5

A powerful online instructional reading program designed to 
strengthen core ELA skills—one click at a time. Using dynamic 
multimedia resources, this easy-to-use web-based supplement 
guides whole classes, small groups, or individual students 
through multiple reads of engaging informational texts. 

Grades K–6

Designed for striving readers and EL students who 
are reading six to 24 months below grade level, 
Scholastic EDGE provides accessible, compelling, and 
age-appropriate leveled fiction and nonfiction.

Grades K–6

These collections provide a rich variety of the books 
that students want at the levels they need. Offering 
access to more leveled texts for self-selected reading, 
these collections refresh existing libraries with 
authentic literature that students can read with 
confidence and fluency.

Grades K–6

Turn the summer slide into the summer leap 
with this breakthrough literacy program. LitCamp 
combines innovative, research-based reading and 
writing lessons with an engaging and interactive 
summer camp approach.

Grades K–6

The first guided reading system designed from 
the ground up to meet today’s rigorous standards. 
An easy four-step process helps teachers pinpoint 
students’ guided reading levels and provide in-
depth instruction quickly.

Summer 
Learning
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